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The Presynaptic Active Zone Protein RIM1
Is Critical for Normal Learning and Memory
tentiation) at the mossy fiber to CA3 pyramidal neuron
synapse (mfLTP) in the hippocampus and at the parallel
fiber/Purkinje cell synapse in the cerebellum (Castillo et
Craig M. Powell,1,2,* Susanne Schoch,3,4,7
Lisa Monteggia,1 Michel Barrot,1
Maria F. Matos,3 Nicole Feldmann,6
Thomas C. Su¨dhof,3,4,5 and Eric J. Nestler1,3 al., 2002; Lonart et al., 2003). Additionally, short-term
plasticity is altered in RIM1/ mice, which exhibit in-1Department of Psychiatry
2 Department of Neurology creased paired pulse facilitation and posttetanic poten-
tiation in area CA1 (Schoch et al., 2002). RIM1/ mice3 Center for Basic Neuroscience
4 Howard Hughes Medical Institute also display a 50% reduction in probability of evoked
neurotransmitter release (Pr) (Schoch et al., 2002). In5 Department of Molecular Genetics
The University of Texas Southwestern Medical spite of these presynaptic abnormalities, LTP at the
Schaffer collateral to CA1 pyramidal neuron synapseCenter
Dallas, Texas 75390 remains unchanged in RIM1/ mice (Schoch et al.,
2002).6 Institute of Neuropathology
Sigmund-Freud-Str.25 Rab3A is a small GTP binding protein associated with
synaptic vesicles. Rab3A interacts with RIM1 and is53105 Bonn
Germany one of several potential RIM1 effector molecules (Fer-
nandez-Chacon and Sudhof, 1999). Like RIM1/ mice,
Rab3A/ mice are deficient in mfLTP (Castillo et al.,
1997). mfLTP requires protein kinase A (PKA) activitySummary
and is thought to be expressed presynaptically as a
lasting increase in evoked glutamate release (Huang etThe active zone protein RIM1 is required both for
al., 1995; Nicoll and Malenka, 1995; Weisskopf and Ni-maintaining normal probability of neurotransmitter re-
coll, 1995), although the requirements for mfLTP induc-lease and for long-term presynaptic potentiation at
tion are still debated (Mellor and Nicoll, 2001; Yeckel etbrain synapses. We now demonstrate that RIM1/
al., 1999). RIM1 is postulated to be a presynaptic PKAmice exhibit normal coordination and anxiety-related
target in mfLTP expression and to require Rab3A to exertbehaviors but display severely impaired learning and
its effect. Additionally, Rab3A/ mice exhibit increasedmemory. Mice with a synaptotagmin 1 mutation, which
paired pulse facilitation but no change in Pr.selectively lowers release probability, and mice with
RIM1 also interacts with synaptotagmin 1 (Syt1), aRab3A deletion, which selectively abolishes presynap-
synaptic vesicle protein that is required for fast Ca2-tic long-term potentiation, do not exhibit this abnor-
dependent neurotransmitter release (Coppola et al.,mality. Our data suggest that a decrease in release
2001; Fernandez-Chacon and Sudhof, 1999). A pointprobability or a loss of presynaptic LTP alone is not
mutation in the Ca2 binding region of Syt1 (Syt1R233Q)sufficient to cause major behavioral alterations, but
results in a50% decrease in Ca2 binding affinity (Fer-the combination of presynaptic abnormalities in
nandez-Chacon et al., 2001). Mice expressing this mu-RIM1/ mice severely alters learning and memory.
tant form of Syt1 (Syt1R233Q/) exhibit an approxi-
mately 50% decrease in Pr, as well as increased pairedIntroduction
pulse facilitation, similar to RIM1/ mice.
In this study, we examined the role of presynapticPresynaptic proteins mediate several forms of short-
function in mammalian behavior, including associativeand long-term synaptic plasticity in the mammalian brain
learning and memory, locomotor activity, motor co-(Brose et al., 2000; Dobrunz and Garner, 2002; Fernan-
ordination, and anxiety-like responses. We found thatdez-Chacon and Sudhof, 1999; Lonart, 2002). However,
RIM1/ mice, which exhibit the most significant per-in contrast to the extensive evidence for a role of post-
turbations of presynaptic physiology, display dramaticsynaptic proteins and postsynaptically expressed forms
deficits in associative learning and locomotor responsesof synaptic plasticity in learning and memory (Matynia
to novelty but show normal responses in the other be-et al., 2002; Mayford and Kandel, 1999; Tonegawa et
havioral assays. In an effort to better define whether aal., 2003), relatively little attention has been given to
single electrophysiologic abnormality is responsible forthe influence of presynaptic proteins and presynaptic
the RIM1 phenotype and to control for the possibilityplasticity in cognitive function. We have therefore begun
that any alteration of presynaptic function can cause aa systematic approach to better understand the role of
behavioral deficit, we made use of the overlap-presynaptic mechanisms in complex behavior.
ping electrophysiologic abnormalities in Rab3A/ andRIM1 is an active zone protein involved in several
Syt1R233Q/ mice with those of RIM1/ mice. Theseaspects of presynaptic function (Castillo et al., 2002;
genetic manipulations allow us to reexamine the roleSchoch et al., 2002). RIM1/ mice are deficient in a
of mfLTP in learning and memory and to explore thepresynaptically expressed form of LTP (long-term po-
effects of alterations in Pr on behavior. Rab3A/ and
Syt1R233Q/ mice do not recapitulate the RIM1/*Correspondence: craig.powell@utsouthwestern.edu
behavioral phenotype. This finding underscores the cen-7 Present address: Institute of Neuropathology, Sigmund-Freud-
Str.25, 53105 Bonn, Germany. tral role of RIM1 as a presynaptic regulatory protein
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that modulates presynaptic mechanisms critical for nor-
mal associative learning and novelty responses.
Results
RIM1/ Mice Exhibit Impaired Fear Conditioning
To assess the role of RIM1 in emotional learning and
memory, RIM1/ mice were tested in a one-trial con-
text- and cue-dependent fear conditioning paradigm. In
this paradigm, mice learn to associate a novel context
(experimental chamber) or cue (auditory tone, 90 dB,
2.8 kHz, 30 s) with a foot shock (0.5 mA, 2 s) after a
single pairing. Cue-dependent fear conditioning is de-
pendent on an intact amygdala, while context-depen-
dent fear conditioning requires both hippocampus and
amygdala (LeDoux, 2000; Maren, 2001). To reduce ge-
netic and experimental variability, we used a coordi-
nated breeding strategy to generate age- and sex-
matched littermate pairs of uniform genetic background
for all three mutant mouse lines.
RIM1/ mice were significantly impaired in both
context- and cue-dependent fear conditioning (Figure
1A). Prior to training, RIM1/ mice and their wild-type
littermates displayed similar levels of freezing (Figure
1A, baseline). In contrast, 24 hr after training, RIM1/
mice spent significantly less time freezing than their
littermate controls (context: n 23, p 0.01; cue: n23,
p  0.005). To confirm the contextual fear conditioning
deficit, the same group of mice was reexposed to the
training context 7 and 14 days after training, at which
times the contextual fear conditioning deficit in the
RIM1/ mice was still apparent (Figure 1A, p 0.05 in
each case). In contrast, immediate short-term memory,
Figure 1. RIM1/ Mice Exhibit Impaired Fear Conditioning whileassessed by freezing behavior during the 2 min immedi-
Rab3A/ and Syt1R233Q/ Do Notately following training on day 1, was not significantly
(A) RIM1/ mice exhibit impaired fear conditioning. Context: Aver-altered between RIM1/ mice and littermate controls
age percent time spent freezing in the context prior to training (base-(not shown, p  0.05).
line) and at various time points after training (24 hr, 7 day, and 14
To test whether the learning deficit in the RIM1/ day) in a one-trial fear conditioning paradigm (n  23). “Overtrain”
mutants could be overcome with repeated training, the represents freezing 24 hr following 5 pairings of context/tone/shock.
Results indicate a statistically significant decrease in contextualmice were trained again on day 14 with five tone/con-
memory 24 hr after one-trial training that persists for at least 14text/foot shock pairs, and contextual fear conditioning
days. No difference was observed 24 hr after overtraining. Cue:was examined 24 hr later. With this “overtraining” para-
Cue-dependent freezing tested 24 hr after one-trial training revealsdigm, RIM1/ mice exhibited freezing levels equiva-
a statistically significant decrease in fear memory (n  23).
lent to controls (Figure 1A). This experiment serves as (B) Rab3A/ mice exhibit normal fear conditioning. Context and
a within-animal control and demonstrates that the deficit Cue: Context- and cue-dependent fear conditioning is not signifi-
cantly different in Rab3A/ mice versus wild-type under any condi-in RIM1/ mice is not simply due to an inability to
tion (n  23).freeze. Furthermore, RIM1/ mice can detect the foot
(C) Syt1R233Q/ mice exhibit normal fear conditioning. Contextshock well enough to accomplish associative learning
and Cue: Context- and cue-dependent fear conditioning is not sig-with multiple pairings. As a further control, RIM1/
nificantly different in Syt1R233Q/ mice versus wild-type under
mice were tested for foot shock sensitivity over a range any condition (n  21) (*p  0.05; n.s., p  0.05 in this and all
of stimulus intensity. The foot shock current required to subsequent figures).
elicit behavioral responses such as flinching and vo-
calizing were not significantly different in RIM1/ mice
versus controls (not shown). Finally, the intact immedi- candidate to explain the associative learning deficit in
ate freezing following training in the RIM1/ mice pro- fear conditioning. mfLTP has been postulated to play a
vides further support for an effect of RIM1 knockout role in hippocampus-based learning and memory, and
on associative memory rather than a nonspecific effect previous studies have suggested such a role for mfLTP
on the behavioral readout (freezing behavior). (Otto et al., 2001a; Villacres et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1995).
These studies contrast, however, with an exhaustive
behavioral study of mice lacking the regulatory or cata-Can the Absence of mfLTP Alone Account
for the RIM1/ Fear Conditioning Deficit? lytic subunits of PKA and mfLTP, which show no abnor-
malities in associative learning (Huang et al., 1995).Of the physiologic abnormalities shown by the RIM1/
mice, the absence of mfLTP would seem an appropriate To better understand the role of mfLTP in associative
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learning as well as the physiologic basis of the RIM1/
phenotype, we tested another knockout line, Rab3A/
mice, which share a subset of the physiologic deficits
of RIM1/ mice. These mice also serve to control for
the possibility that any alteration of presynaptic function
leads to behavioral abnormalities. Rab3A/ mice are
deficient in mfLTP and show increased paired pulse
facilitation in hippocampal area CA1, as seen for the
RIM1/ mutants (Castillo et al., 1997). However,
Rab3A/mice exhibited no apparent phenotype in con-
text- or cue-dependent fear conditioning (Figure 1B)
using the exact same training apparatus and protocol
as used for the RIM1/ mice. Thus, it is unlikely that
the absence of mfLTP alone accounts for the learning
deficits seen in the RIM1/ mice. Also, these data
support previous findings of Huang et al. (1995) and
Hensbroek et al. (2003) in suggesting that mfLTP is not
required for emotional learning and memory.
Can Decreased Pr Alone Account for the RIM1/
Fear Conditioning Phenotype?
One of the more striking physiologic abnormalities of
the RIM1/ mice is the 50% reduction in Pr. No study
to date has examined the role of the Pr set point in
cognitive function. One might expect a dramatic de-
crease in Pr to significantly alter behavior and alone
account for the RIM1/ behavioral deficits. To assess
the contribution of decreased Pr to the RIM1/ behav-
ioral phenotype, we examined Syt1R233Q/ knockin
mice. These mice have an approximately 50% decrease
Figure 2. RIM1/ and Syt1R233Q/ Mice Have Normal Motorin Pr, similar to that of the RIM1/ mice (Fernandez- Coordination in the Rotarod Apparatus while Rab3A/ Mice Display
Chacon et al., 2001). However, Syt1R233Q/ mice Slightly Better Ability
showed normal context- and cue-dependent fear condi- (A) RIM1/ mice exhibit normal motor coordination, staying on
tioning compared to wild-type littermate controls (Figure the accelerating rotarod as well as littermate controls (n  20).
1C). This indicated that the RIM1/ fear conditioning (B) Rab3A/ mice exhibit slightly better motor coordination com-
pared to littermate controls, staying on the accelerating rotaroddeficits were not simply the result of decreased Pr alone.
longer on average than littermate controls (n  24).Finally, we have made every effort to maintain similar
(C) Syt1R233Q/ mice exhibit normal motor coordination on thegenetic backgrounds across the three lines of mice stud-
accelerating rotarod (n  21).
ied in fear conditioning. Wild-type and mutant mice are
littermate progeny of heterozygous matings after back-
crossing into an inbred strain and can be compared
multiple range tests, RIM1/ versus Rab3A/ p 
within an individual line. This level of genetic background
0.05 and RIM1/ versus Syt1R233Q/ p  0.05]. This
control does not hold true for comparisons of the mutant
analysis further supports our conclusion that RIM1/
or wild-type mice from one line to another. The possibil-
mice are impaired in associative learning, while the
ity of genetic differences across lines of mice may ac-
Rab3A/ and Syt1R233Q/ mice are not.
count for some of the apparent differences in wild-type
behaviors among the different lines (e.g., compare
Syt2R233Q/ wild-type mice to RIM1/ and Rab3A/ RIM1/ Mice Exhibit Normal Coordination
and Anxiety-like Behaviorsmice performance on the rotarod, Figure 2). Neverthe-
less, we have statistically compared our fear condition- Because of the profound presynaptic physiologic defi-
cits in RIM1/ mice, one might expect fear condition-ing data among the three lines of mice by normalizing
the % time spent freezing to the corresponding wild- ing deficits to stem from a more global impairment such
as decreased motor function or altered anxiety levels.type control freezing levels. Although such a comparison
adds an additional layer of variability, we find that a Although RIM1/ mice are of normal weight, size, and
lifespan (not shown), it was important to determine theirmain effect of genotype was observed for both context-
and cue-dependent fear conditioning, and post hoc gross motor ability and coordination using the accelerat-
ing rotarod. RIM1/ mice were indistinguishable fromtests indicate significant differences between RIM1/
mice and each of the other two lines [not shown; context: their wild-type littermate controls over five trials on the
accelerating rotarod (Figure 2A). This is particularly in-main effect of genotype F(2,59)  3.58, p  0.05, post
hoc LSD and Duncan’s multiple range tests, RIM1/ teresting given that RIM1/ mice are deficient in a
presynaptically expressed form of LTP at the cerebellarversus Rab3A/ p  0.05 and RIM1/ versus
Syt1R233Q/ p  0.05; cue: main effect of genotype parallel fiber/Purkinje cell synapse (Castillo et al., 2002).
Surprisingly, Rab3A/ mice performed slightly betterF(2,64)  4.5, p  0.05, post hoc LSD and Duncan’s
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Figure 3. RIM1/, Rab3A/, and Syt1R233Q/ Mice Display
Normal Anxiety-like Behaviors in the Elevated Plus Maze and Dark/
Light Apparatus
(A) RIM1/ mice exhibit a nonsignificant trend toward increased
Figure 4. RIM1/ Mice Exhibit Increased Locomotor Responseanxiety in the elevated plus maze (n  15) and dark/light tests
to Novelty while Rab3A/ and Syt1R233Q/ Mice Exhibit Normal(n  24).
Locomotor Responses(B and C) Rab3A/ and Syt1R233Q/ mice displayed no difference
(A) RIM1/ mice exhibit increased locomotor response to novelty.in anxiety-like behavior on the elevated plus maze (Rab3A/, n 
Locomotor Activity: RIM1/mice displayed significantly increased12; Syt1R233Q/, n  19) and dark/light tests (Rab3A/, n  24;
locomotor activity over a 2 hr period in a fresh home cage. BothSyt1R233Q/, n  20).
RIM1/ and wild-type mice displayed similar rates of habituation
over the 2 hr period (n  21). Locomotor Habituation: RIM1/
mice were more active than controls on the first day of a 10 min
exposure to a novel chamber (n  24). Over the next 4 days,on the accelerating rotarod than wild-type mice [Figure
RIM1/ mice habituated to activity levels equal to wild-type con-2B, Rab3A/ versus wt, F(1,44)  11.7, p  0.001; trial
trols. Thus, the RIM1/ mice are not continually hyperactive, but#, F(4,176)  5.2, p  0.001; no interaction genotype/
exhibit abnormally increased locomotor activity in response to atrial]. This suggests that Rab3A/ mice may have in- novel environment.
creased baseline coordination, although the lack of an (B) Locomotor activity and habituation in Rab3A/ mice are equiva-
interaction between genotype and trial number suggests lent to wild-type controls. No significant difference was observed
between Rab3A/ mice and littermate controls on either locomotorthis is not a difference in motor learning. Follow-up stud-
activity (n  24) or locomotor habituation (n  24).ies will be needed to better define this potentially inter-
(C) Locomtor activity and habituation in Syt1R233Q/ mice areesting phenotype. Syt1R233Q/ mice were equivalent
equivalent to wild-type controls. No significant difference was ob-to littermate controls on the rotarod test (Figure 2C). served in Syt1R233Q/ mice and littermate controls on locomotor
Because fear conditioning may be affected by altered activity (n  19) or locomotor habituation (n  20). The y axis on
baseline emotional states (LeDoux, 2000), we next tested locomotor activity for the Syt1R233Q/ mice differs from that of
Rab3A/ and RIM1/ mice because Syt1R233Q/ mice werethe RIM1/ mice in two common measures of anxiety-
tested using more widely spaced photocells to measure activity. Thelike behavior. Given the association between GABAergic
apparatus, photocells, and absolute activity measurements were thetransmission and anxiety, this was important in the
same for locomotor habituation among the three lines of mice.RIM1/ mice because they also exhibit increased
paired-pulse depression (PPD) at GABAergic inhibitory
synapses in hippocampal area CA1 without an apparent
not show significant abnormalities in anxiety-like be-change in Pr at inhibitory synapses (Schoch et al., 2002).
havior.In the elevated plus maze, RIM1/ mice showed no
By comparison, Rab3A/ mice showed no significantdifference in time spent in the open arms compared
differences from controls in both the elevated plus mazeto littermate controls, although a slight trend toward
and dark/light tests (Figure 3B). If anything, the Rab3A/increased anxiety-like behavior was observed (Figure
mice displayed a slight trend toward decreased anxiety-3A, elevated plus maze, p 0.22, n 15). No difference
like behavior, opposite that of the RIM1/ mice. In thewas observed in the number of open arm entries or all
elevated plus maze, Syt1R233Q/ mice also showed aarm entries (not shown). In the dark/light test, RIM1/
nonsignificant trend toward decreased anxiety (Figuremice were indistinguishable from their littermate con-
3C, elevated plus maze, p  0.05, n  19). In the dark/trols in their latency to enter the light side of the test
light test, Syt1R233Q/ mice were indistinguishablechamber (Figure 3A, dark/light, p  0.14, n  24), al-
from their wild-type littermate controls (Figure 4A, dark/though again a trend toward increased anxiety was ob-
served. These findings indicate that RIM1/ mice do light, p  0.05, n  20).
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RIM1/ Mice Exhibit Abnormal Locomotor able to freeze at the same levels as controls immediately
after training as well as 24 hr after overtraining arguesResponses to Novelty
against hyperactivity affecting the freezing responsesTo test the role of RIM1 in regulation of locomotor
in the RIM1 fear conditioning experiments. To confirmactivity, RIM1/ mice were subjected to two different
the RIM1/ associative learning deficit, we used thelocomotor tests. First, the mice were singly placed in
Morris water maze, a task that should not be significantlya novel home cage flanked by photobeams to track
affected by increased locomotor activity.horizontal activity. Over the 2 hr test period, RIM1/
Because the increased locomotor activity of themice exhibited significantly increased locomotor activ-
RIM1/ mice exhibited habituation, we pre-exposedity, although they habituated at a similar rate compared
mutant and wild-type littermate mice to the water mazeto wild-type littermates [Figure 4A, locomotor activity, wt
with visible platform trials (6 trials/day for 5 days) priorversus RIM1/, F(1,40) 16.4, p 0.001; habituation,
to testing them with a hidden (submerged) platform. AtF(19,760)  9.7, p  0.001; no interaction habituation/
the end of this training, RIM1/ mice reached the visi-genotype].
ble platform as rapidly as controls on all six trials (notThe mild stress of a novel environment is known to
shown), indicating that their basic neurologic functionsincrease locomotor activity in normal animals. To distin-
(swimming, vision, etc.) are normal.guish between increased locomotor responses to nov-
In the hidden platform version of the water maze,elty in the RIM1/ mice versus a continual increase
RIM1/ mice and littermate controls were trained us-in baseline locomotor activity, we tested RIM1/ mice
ing 4 trials/day for 11 days. Wild-type mice showedin a locomotor habituation paradigm. On the first 2–3
maximally decreased latency to reach the hidden plat-days of exposure to the novel environment, RIM1/
form by day 7 or 8 (Figure 5A, latency to platform).mice showed increased activity (Figure 4A, locomotor
RIM1/ mice, however, did not significantly decreasehabituation). By 4 days of exposure to the novel envi-
their latency to reach the platform even by day 11 [Figureronment, however, activity of the RIM1/ mice was
5A, latency to platform, RIM1/ versus wt, F(1,22) indistinguishable from control levels, even though the
20.8, p  0.001; day #, F(11,242)  4.0, p  0.001;exposures were limited to only 10 min per day [Figure
interaction genotype/day #, F(1,242)  2.4, p  0.007].4A, RIM1/ versus wt, F(1,46)  10.24, p  0.002;
This dramatic deficit in the learning curve of RIM1/habituation, F(4,184)  18.41, p  0.001; interaction ha-
mice was also observed using the distance traveled priorbituation/genotype, F(4,184)  2.64, p  0.035]. These
to reaching the hidden platform, eliminating swimmingfindings demonstrate that RIM1/ mice are not consti-
speed as a concern [not shown; RIM1/ versus wt,tutively hyperactive but have increased locomotor re-
F(1,22)  13.7, p  0.01; day #, F(12,242)  45.6, p sponses to novelty. Furthermore, these data reveal that
0.001; interaction genotype/day #, F(12,242)  4.3, p RIM1/ mice were able to acquire habituation, a sim-
0.001]. Indeed, the average swim speed of the RIM1/ple form of nondeclarative memory.
mice and their controls was equivalent [not shown;No differences between Rab3A/ mice and their
RIM1/ versus wt, F(1,22)  2.3, p  0.05], althoughwild-type littermate controls were observed in locomo-
day-to-day differences in swim speed were apparent intor activity or locomotor habituation (Figure 4B). Loco-
both groups.motor activity in Syt1R233Q/ mice was equivalent to
A probe trial was performed on day 12 in which thewild-type controls in the locomotor habituation test (Fig-
submerged platform was removed and mice were al-ure 4C, locomotor habituation), though there was a tran-
lowed to swim freely for 60 s. RIM1/ mice spent ansiently increased locomotor activity in the 2 hr test of
equal percentage of time in the target quadrant (in whichlocomotor activity [Figure 4C, locomotor activity,
the submerged platform had been located) and theSyt1R233Q/ versus wt, F(1,36)  5.56, p  0.05; time,
quadrant opposite the platform, indicating no spatialF(23,828)  72.46, p  0.001; interaction, F(23,828) 
preference (Figure 5A, % time in quadrants). The wild-
1.76, p 0.05]. Absolute locomotor activity counts were
type littermates, by contrast, showed a marked prefer-
different in the Syt1R233Q/ locomotor experiment
ence for the target quadrant (Figure 5A, % time in quad-
compared to locomotor activity in the RIM1/ and rants, RIM1/ versus wt target, p  0.01, n  12;
Rab3A/ experiments, because a different locomotor opposite, p  0.05, n 12). This difference in spatial
apparatus with different spacing of photocells was used. preference was also observed using number of cross-
RIM1/mice also exhibit a significant increase in loco- ings of theoretical platform areas in each quadrant as
motor activity using this apparatus (not shown). Loco- a measure of spatial learning (not shown). During train-
motor habituation was measured in the same apparatus ing, the RIM1/ mice spent more time along the edges
for all lines and there was again no difference between of the pool (not shown). This failure to replace such
Syt1R233Q/ mice and controls on that apparatus in an early thigmotaxic search strategy with other, more
habituation or in absolute locomotor activity (Figure 4C, advantageous, strategies occurred even after 5 days of
locomotor habituation). successful training in the visible platform version of the
water maze. We interpret this as a decrease in learning
RIM1/ Mice Are Impaired in Spatial Learning ability rather than a general inability to tolerate the water
in the Morris Water Maze maze, since the RIM1/ mice performed the same as
While RIM1/ mice are impaired in associative learn- controls in the final days of the visible platform version
ing in the fear conditioning paradigm, this paradigm of the maze. This is not likely to be an anxiety-related
uses freezing behavior as the primary measure of learn- effect since two independent measures of anxiety-like
ing, and differences in locomotor activity could affect behavior revealed no differences in the RIM1/ mice
(see Figure 3A). Both mutant and wild-type mice spentthis measure. The observation that RIM1/ mice are
Neuron
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Figure 5. RIM1/ Mice Are Deficient in a
Spatial Learning Task
(A) RIM1/ mice are impaired in spatial
learning in the Morris water maze. Latency
to Platform: RIM1/ mice do not decrease
their latency to reach the submerged platform
over 12 days of training (n  12). Littermate
wild-type controls do decrease their latency
to reach the submerged platform to asymp-
totic levels by about day 7. % Time in Quad-
rants: A probe trial was performed on day
12 (n  12). RIM1/ mice spent an equal
percentage of time in the target quadrant (in
which the submerged platform had been
located) as in the quadrant opposite the tar-
get quadrant. Littermate controls showed a
clear preference for the target quadrant dur-
ing the probe test and spent significantly
more time in the target quadrant than did the
RIM1/ mice.
(B) Rab3A/ mice show normal spatial learn-
ing in the Morris water maze. Latency to Plat-
form: Rab3A/ mice displayed a learning
curve equal to that of littermate controls (n 
12). % Time in Quadrants: Rab3A/mice and
littermate controls showed equal preference
for the target quadrant in the probe trial on
day 12 (n  12).
(C) Syt1R233Q/ mice show normal spatial learning in the Morris water maze. Latency to Platform: The Syt1R233Q/ learning curve was
not significantly different from that of littermate controls (n  14). % Time in Quadrants: Equal preference for the target quadrant was observed
for Syt1R233Q/ mice and littermate controls (n  14).
an equal amount of time on the submerged platform favored the target quadrant over other quadrants (Fig-
ure 5C, % time in quadrants), and performed as wellduring training and thus had ample opportunity to learn
its spatial location. as controls on the visible platform test (not shown).
Swimming speed was unchanged in the Syt1R233Q/It is known that RIM1 expression is relatively specific
to the central nervous system (Wang et al., 1997). In situ mice as well (not shown). These findings confirm the
lack of associative learning and memory deficits in thehybridization experiments reveal, as would be expected,
that RIM1 is expressed throughout the brain (not Syt1R233Q/ mice.
shown). This was confirmed on Western blots of various
brain subregions from RIM1/ and wild-type mice, Discussion
including hippocampus and amygdala (not shown). Con-
sistent with RIM1/ being a traditional knockout, RIM1 Is Critical for Associative Learning
and MemoryRIM1 expression is completely lacking throughout the
brain in the mutants (Schoch et al., 2002). Results of the present study establish that the presynap-
tic active zone protein RIM1must be present for normalBecause of conflicting results in the literature regard-
ing a role for mfLTP in spatial learning and memory associative learning and memory. RIM1/ mice are
impaired in two independent tests of associative learn-(Huang et al., 1995; Villacres et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1995;
Hensbroek et al., 2003), we also tested the Rab3A/ ing: fear conditioning and Morris water maze. RIM1,
through its multiple presynaptic binding partners, is amice in the Morris water maze. As with fear conditioning,
no phenotype was observed (Figure 5B). Rab3A/ mice key modulator of many presynaptic processes. The ag-
gregate function of RIM1 is the most likely physiologicdisplayed similar latencies to reach the submerged plat-
form, favored the target quadrant over other quadrants, basis for the observed behavioral deficits because ab-
normalities in individual presynaptic processes do notand performed as well as controls on the visible platform
test. Possibly consistent with their increased coordina- account for these deficits.
Of the physiologic abnormalities apparent in RIM1/tion, Rab3A/ mice had slightly higher swim speeds
than controls during the water maze training (not shown, mice, the absence of mfLTP in area CA3 of the hippo-
campus and the decreased Pr in area CA1 of the hippo-p 0.05). The Rab3A/ mice also showed equal spatial
preference for the target quadrant in the probe trial; the campus are obvious candidates for a role in the
RIM1/ behavioral phenotype. The normal behavioralpercentage of time spent in the target quadrant during
the probe test would not be expected to be altered by phenotype in the Rab3A/ and Syt1R233Q/ mice,
however, reveals that neither physiologic deficit alonedifferences in swim speed.
To confirm our lack of effect of decreased Pr on con- can recapitulate the RIM1/ behavioral phenotype.
Mice deficient in mfLTP have been shown to exhibittext- and cue-dependent fear conditioning, we exam-
ined Syt1R233Q/ mice in the Morris water maze. normal cognitive behavior in previous studies (Hens-
broek et al., 2003; Huang et al., 1995). To our knowledge,Syt1R233Q/ mice displayed similar latencies to reach
the submerged platform (Figure 5C, latency to platform), this is the first study demonstrating a lack of effect of
Role of RIM1 in Learning and Memory
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a significant, likely global, decrease in Pr. This finding, ing (Chapouthier and Venault, 2002). Second, RIM1/
mice show no difference in measures of anxiety-likehowever, does not entirely rule out the possibility that
the decreased Pr seen in RIM1/mice accounts for the behavior such as in the elevated plus maze and dark/
light tests. These tests are sensitive to alterations inRIM1/ behavioral abnormalities. First, in area CA1,
RIM1/ mice have an approximately 50% decrease in GABAergic inhibition. Thus, the change in GABAergic
inhibitory function in the RIM1/ mice does not affectPr at excitatory synapses and decreased PPD at inhibi-
tory synapses, though no change in miniature inhibitory tests of anxiety-like behavior and would be expected to
increase rather than decrease associative learning.postsynaptic current frequency (Schoch et al., 2002). It
is known that Syt1R233Q/ mice also have an approxi- Genetic background does not account for the
RIM1/ phenotype or for the differences between themately 50% decrease in Pr at excitatory synapses in
hippocampal neuronal cultures. The RIM1/ behav- RIM1/ phenotype and that of Rab3A/ and
Syt1R233Q/mice. The mice used in all of these studiesioral deficits could be due to subtle differences in the
balance between abnormalities at excitatory synapses are the littermate progeny of heterozygous crossings.
The original SV129/Bl6 background has been back-and inhibitory synapses. The absence of behavioral ab-
normalities in Syt1R233/ mice might be explained by crossed into a c57/Bl6 background at least four times
prior to breeding for the present study. Wild-type anda more balanced decrease in Pr across excitatory and
inhibitory synapses. This would still indicate an unprece- mutant mice are therefore directly comparable since
they are littermate progeny of heterozygous matingsdented ability of the brain’s plasticity mechanisms to
adjust to a new Pr set point to allow relatively normal after backcrossing into an inbred strain.
In any study of traditional knockout mice, one alwayscognitive function to proceed. It is now of particular
interest to determine the role of synaptotagmin 1 and must consider the possibility of developmental effects
of the knockout. While we cannot definitively rule outthe Syt1R233Q/ mutation at inhibitory synapses.
Altered NMDA receptor-dependent LTP in area CA1 this possibility, available evidence argues against it.
Morphological examination of RIM1/ brains revealedof the hippocampus is known to affect both context-
dependent fear conditioning and Morris water maze per- no structural abnormalities or changes in brain architec-
ture (Schoch et al., 2002). Electron micrographs fromformance (reviewed in Sweatt, 2003). RIM1/ mice,
however, have been shown to exhibit normal early LTP various regions of the hippocampus revealed no abnor-
malities, and quantitative, unbiased morphometric anal-at the Schaffer collateral to CA1 pyramidal neuron syn-
apse in response to a single 100 Hz tetanic stimulation ysis of area CA1 synapses showed no significant differ-
ence in synapse density, size, vesicle density, or number(Schoch et al., 2002), as have Rab3A/ mice (Geppert
et al., 1994). of docked vesicles (Schoch et al., 2002). Furthermore,
of 30 synaptic proteins tested in the RIM1/ mice,RIM1/ mice also have increased posttetanic po-
tentiation (PTP) and increased paired pulse facilitation only Munc13-1 showed a change in expression level
(Schoch et al., 2002). Munc13-1/ mice show a similar(PPF) in area CA1 of the hippocampus (Schoch et al.,
2002), and it is conceivable that these abnormalities in decrease in Munc13-1 expression levels but show none
of the RIM1/ physiologic deficits and no obviousshort-term presynaptic plasticity account for the ob-
served behavioral deficits. While mice with increased synaptic physiology phenotype (Augustin et al., 1999;
Schoch et al., 2002). Finally, presynaptic expression ofPTP and PPF alone have not been generated, other
studies have examined mice with combined alterations RIM1 can rescue the presynaptic LTP deficits at cere-
bellar parallel fiber synapses (Lonart et al., 2003). Thesein PTP and PPF. Ca2/calmodulin-dependent protein
kinase II-deficient mice (CaMKII/) exhibit increased findings indicate that significant developmental abnor-
malities are unlikely in the RIM1/ mice.PTP and decreased PPF. Ataxin I knockout mice show
decreased PPF and no change in PTP. Mice deficient RIM1/ mice display decreased context-dependent
fear conditioning and spatial learning in the Morris waterin Synapsin II or Synapsins I and II show decreased PTP
and normal PPF, while mice deficient in Synapsin I have maze. These behaviors are thought to be dependent
on an intact hippocampus, and the electrophysiologicalincreased PPF. When examining the published behav-
ioral phenotypes of these mice in learning and memory abnormalities observed in the hippocampus of RIM1/
mice may account for these findings. These electrophys-paradigms, there is no clear association between in-
creased PTP or increased PPF and learning and memory iologic data indicate that RIM1 may be particularly im-
portant in the terminals of the mossy fiber pathway of thedeficits (Matilla et al., 1998; Silva et al., 1996). Further-
more, the Rab3A/ and Syt1R233Q/ mice in the pres- dentate gyrus neurons and the terminals of the Schaffer
collateral pathway of CA3 pyramidal neurons (Castilloent study have increased PPF but no behavioral deficits.
The increased PPF in RIM1/ mice, therefore, is un- et al., 2002; Schoch et al., 2002). The RIM1/ deficit
in cue-dependent fear conditioning, however, points tolikely to be the sole explanation of the RIM1/ behav-
ioral phenotype, while we cannot definitively exclude a the likelihood of additional effects of RIM1 knockout
on other brain areas such as the amygdala. In light ofrole for increased PTP in the RIM1/ behavioral def-
icits. our observations, it will be of great interest to explore
the role of RIM1 in synaptic function and plasticity inRIM1/ mice exhibit increased PPD at inhibitory
synapses in area CA1 of the hippocampus. However, it the amygdala. Our in situ hybridization and Western
blot data indicate that, consistent with our behavioralis unlikely that such decreased GABA-mediated inhibi-
tion is responsible for the RIM1/ learning deficits. findings, RIM1 is expressed in both the hippocampus
and amygdala. However, also apparent from this analy-First, compounds that reduce GABAA receptor activity
tend to enhance memory processes, while those that sis is that RIM1 is expressed throughout the brain. This
distribution is not surprising given the role of RIM1 asincrease GABAA receptor activity tend to decrease learn-
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a critical active zone protein. What is surprising is that pal lesions lead to increased locomotor activity in re-
sponse to novelty, amphetamines, and NMDA receptorglobal disruption of this protein causes relatively fo-
cused abnormalities in associative learning. antagonists like MK-801 (Lipska and Weinberger, 2000).
However, a decrease in Pr would not appear to explainThe RIM1/ deficit in fear conditioning is not as
robust as the deficit in the Morris water maze. In fact, the entire locomotor phenotype of the RIM1 mutant
mice, since Syt1R233Q/ mice also have a decrease inthe RIM1/ mice seemed to exhibit residual fear mem-
ory for both the context and the cue as evidenced by hippocampal Pr but do not exhibit increased locomotor
activity in the habituation test and have only transientlytheir reduced, but present, freezing to the context and
tone. Clearly, the absence of RIM1 does not completely increased locomotor activity in the 2 hr test of locomotor
activity. This is surprising, since one might expect aabolish fear conditioning but does reduce the strength of
the association of the context/cue with the fear response global 50% decrease in Pr to affect many behavioral
modalities. Yet, Syt1R233Q/mice, like RIM1/mice,(freezing). As with amygdala lesions, this deficit in fear
conditioning in the RIM1/ mice could be overcome live a relatively normal life span, have normal weight,
and display essentially normal behavior in the rotarod,by overtraining. It is likely that multiple brain pathways
contribute to fear conditioning and that RIM1 is critical elevated plus maze, dark/light, and habituation tests.
for some but not all of these pathways.
RIM1 is in a critical position at the presynaptic termi- Role of mfLTP in Learning and Memory
nal to regulate multiple forms of presynaptic plasticity. Our negative behavioral data in Rab3A/ mice repre-
RIM1 interacts with Rab3A, Ca2 channels, synapto- sent an important observation. mfLTP in area CA3 of
tagmin 1, -liprins, and Munc13-1 in vitro (Schoch et the hippocampus does not appear to be required for
al., 2002). RIM1 is known to modulate several aspects learning and memory in the specific memory tasks ex-
of presynaptic plasticity. We have now demonstrated amined. This finding corroborates two previous studies
that RIM1 is also critical for mammalian learning. The showing that mfLTP is not required for normal fear con-
individual RIM1 functions tested (absent mfLTP, in- ditioning or water maze learning and memory (Hens-
creased PPF, and 50% decrease in Pr) do not account broek et al., 2003; Huang et al., 1995). Huang and col-
for altered learning in the RIM1/ mice. Rather, the leagues demonstrated that absence of the regulatory
many physiologic functions of RIM1 in aggregate are (R1) or catalytic (C1) subunit of PKA prevents mfLTP
likely responsible for the RIM1/ behavioral deficits. while sparing several learning and memory tasks, includ-
One attractive explanation of the RIM1/ phenotype ing the water maze and fear conditioning (Huang et al.,
is that normal cognitive function requires the integration 1995). Hensbroek and collaborators showed recently
of presynaptic release probability, short-term plasticity, that absence of Rab3A in two different genetic back-
and long-term plasticity. This would explain why grounds does not affect fear conditioning or the Morris
changes in presynaptic plasticity (Rab3A/) and Pr water maze (Hensbroek et al., 2003). Mice lacking the
(Syt1R233Q/) alone do not significantly alter behavior. metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR1) or type I ad-
This idea is also consistent with previous studies of enylyl cyclase (AC1), however, do show some deficits
altered presynaptic short-term plasticity affecting learn- in the Morris water maze (Villacres et al., 1998; Wu et
ing and memory function (Silva et al., 1996). A related al., 1995). The reason for this discrepancy is not entirely
view is that presynaptic function is required for cognitive clear; AC1/ mice also have deficits in area CA1 LTP,
behavior, but one must perturb presynaptic function which may explain their water maze abnormality (Wu et
beyond some threshold, or in specific ways, to observe al., 1995). A fourth line of mice, PACAP (pituitary adenylyl
a behavioral effect. cyclase activating peptide) type I receptor knockout
mice, have absent mfLTP and normal water maze learn-
ing but impaired fear conditioning (Otto et al., 2001a,Altered Locomotor Responses to Novelty
2001b). However, these mice also exhibit other impair-in RIM1/ Mice
ments in emotional behavior (Otto et al., 2001b). WhileRIM1/ mice also demonstrated increased locomotor
absence of a behavioral phenotype in the Rab3A/miceactivity in response to the mild stress of a novel environ-
lacking mfLTP cannot stand alone, with the corroborat-ment. This finding was confirmed in two different con-
ing evidence of Hensbroek et al. (2003) in Rab3A/micetexts: novel home cage for 2 hr and dark/light boxes for
using two different genetic backgrounds and with the10 min. RIM1/ mice demonstrated normal habitua-
extensive behavioral analysis of two different PKA sub-tion of locomotor activity in both test situations. The
unit knockout mice by Huang et al. (1995), evidence isincreased locomotor response to novelty was observed
mounting that mfLTP, as studied in hippocampal slices,even in the early seconds of exposure to a novel environ-
is not required for normal emotional learning using thement, indicating that this finding was not due to a de-
fear conditioning paradigm and may not be required forcrease in very early habituation rates (not shown). Fur-
normal spatial learning.thermore, there was also no clear evidence of increased
anxiety-like behavior in the RIM1/ mice. The physio-
logic and biochemical basis for the abnormal responses Role of Pr Set Point in Cognitive Function
A dramatic 50% reduction in Pr at mammalian brainto novelty is currently unclear and requires further inves-
tigation. synapses alone does not lead to profound behavioral
abnormalities as demonstrated by the relatively normalOne possible explanation for this effect is that the
decreased Pr in the CA1 region of the hippocampus behavior of Syt1R233Q/mice. This novel finding raises
important questions regarding the importance of fidelityleads to a decreased hippocampal output during devel-
opment. It is known that early developmental hippocam- and dynamic range of synaptic transmission in cognitive
Role of RIM1 in Learning and Memory
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locomotor activity measurements. The order of behavioral testingfunction. Clearly, lack of synaptic transmission is not
was constant among the different lines of mice.compatible with life; however, the brain must somehow
accommodate to dramatic alterations in Pr. If long-term
Fear Conditioning
synaptic plasticity is important for learning and memory, Age/sex-matched littermate mice were placed in a plexiglass shock
for example, one can imagine that an altered Pr might not box with clear front and rear walls (MedAssociates) for 2 min, and
interfere with the ability of synapses to undergo plasticity then a 30 s, 90 dB acoustic conditioned stimulus (CS; white noise)
coterminating in a 2 s, 0.5 mA foot shock (US) was delivered. Miceeither post- or presynaptically. In Syt1R233Q/ mice in
remained in the chamber 2 min after pairing before returning to theirparticular, it will be important to understand if the de-
home cage. Freezing behavior (motionless except respirations) wascreased Pr occurs in both excitatory and inhibitory syn-
monitored at 5 s intervals by an observer blind to the genotype. The
apses. In any case, it is likely that the brain’s ability to boxes were cleaned with 70% ethanol, and bedding below the shock
accommodate to such a change in Pr is a chronic one, grid was changed after each mouse. To test for contextual learning
since acute alterations of Pr with rapid changes in serum 24 hr, 7 days, and 14 days after training, mice were placed into the
same training context and scored for freezing behavior every 5 s.electrolyte concentrations (e.g., Mg2) can produce
In “overtraining,” the CS/US pairing was performed as above butacute cognitive effects in humans.
was repeated five times with 1 min between pairings. To assess
cue-dependent fear conditioning, mice were placed in a novel envi-
Conclusions ronment with novel vanilla odor in the afternoon following the con-
text test for a 3 min baseline followed by 3 min of the CS (tone).RIM1, via its interactions with multiple presynaptic
Cue-dependent fear conditioning was determined by subtractingbinding partners and the multiple presynaptic plasticity
the 3 min baseline freezing from freezing during the tone. In thismechanisms it modulates, is required for normal learn-
and all other behavioral experiments, mice ranged in age from 3 to
ing and memory. This represents the first genetic dem- 6 months. Student’s t test was used to analyze the data, although
onstration that alteration of a presynaptic protein can results of an ANOVA using each context fear conditioning test day
lead to relatively selective deficits in cognitive function (day 1, 7, and 14) were similar. Significance was taken as p  0.05
in this and all experiments.while sparing motor coordination and other behaviors.
Furthermore, the relatively normal behavior across mul-
Locomotor Activitytiple paradigms in the synaptotagmin 1 mutant mice
Mice were placed in a fresh home cage with minimal bedding fordemonstrates an extraordinary level of accommodation
2 hr. Horizontal activity was monitored using photobeams linked to
to widespread alterations in the Pr set point in the brain. computer data acquisition software (San Diego Instruments). Two-
Normal behavior in the Rab3A knockouts confirms that way ANOVA was used to analyze the data.
altered presynaptic LTP alone does not lead to signifi-
Accelerating Rotarodcant behavioral deficits. Thus, the brain is able to ac-
An accelerating rotarod designed for mice (IITC Life Science) wascommodate significant perturbations in presynaptic
used. The rotarod was activated after placing mice on the motionlessfunction, but when multiple presynaptic functions are
rod. The rod accelerated from 0 to 45 revolutions per min in 60 s.
altered beyond some threshold, this accommodative The time to fall off the rod or to turn one full revolution was measured.
capacity breaks down, leading to selective deficits in Data were analyzed with two-way ANOVA.
cognitive function. Perturbation of a single physiologic
process is unlikely to be responsible for the RIM1/ Elevated Plus Maze
Mice were placed in the center of a black, plexiglass elevated plusbehavioral phenotype. Rather, RIM1 itself underlies
maze (each arm 33 cm long and 5 cm wide with 25 cm high wallsmultiple presynaptic processes that are necessary in
on closed arms) in a dimly lit room for 5 min. Each session wasaggregate for normal learning and memory.
videotaped for later analysis by an observer blind to the genotype
of the mice. Time spent in the open and closed arms, number of
Experimental Procedures open and closed arm entries, time spent in the middle, and number
of explorations of the open arm (defined as placing head and two
Genetic Manipulations limbs into open arm without full entry) was calculated. The apparatus
RIM1/ and Rab3A/ mice were generated as previously de- was wiped with 70% ethanol and air-dried between mice. Data were
scribed (Geppert et al., 1994; Schoch et al., 2002). Syt1R233Q/ analyzed with Student’s t test.
mice were created via homologous recombination in embryonic
stem cells as described (Fernandez-Chacon et al., 2001). In an effort Dark/Light Apparatus and Locomotor Habituation
to reduce genetic and experimental variability, age/sex-matched The dark/light apparatus consisted of MedAssociates mouse place
littermate pairs resulting from heterozygous crossings were used preference boxes. One side was kept dark (room light entry limited),
for all experiments. Mice were derived in a hybrid SV129/Bl6 back- while the other side was lit by a light built into the top. Mice were
ground and subjected to at least four backcrosses into c57/Bl6 prior placed in the dark side for 2 min, and then the automatic door
to behavioral characterization. between the compartments opened and they were allowed to freely
explore either the light or dark side for 10 min. Anxiety-like behavior
is measured on the initial 10 min exposure based on the latency toBehavioral Overview
enter the light side. Locomotor activity was also measured duringMice were age/sex-matched littermate pairs run through a battery
the dark/light testing with photobeams and MedAssociates softwareof behaviors in 2 or 3 groups for each genotype. All mice ranged
(MedPC). To measure locomotor habituation, mice were placed infrom 3 to 6 months of age during the behavioral testing, and within
the same apparatus 10 min/day for a total of 5 consecutive dayseach group mice were born within 2–4 weeks of each other. Less
with locomotor activity measured each day. Student’s t test wasstressful behaviors were tested first, with more stressful procedures
used to analyze anxiety-like behavior while two-way ANOVA wasat the end. The order of tests was as follows: dark/light, elevated
used to analyze locomotor habituation data.plus maze, accelerating rotarod, locomotor activity, fear condition-
ing, water maze, shock threshold. Mice were moved within the ani-
mal facility to the testing room and allowed to habituate to the Morris Water Maze
A 1.2 m diameter, white, plastic, circular pool was filled to a depthnew location for at least 1 hr prior to behavioral testing. The same
behavioral apparati were used for each line of mice except that one of 33 cm with 22C 	 1C water made opaque with gothic white,
nontoxic, liquid tempra paint in a room with prominent extramazeline of mice was tested on a different apparatus in one of the two
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cues. Mice were placed in one of four starting locations facing the Chapouthier, G., and Venault, P. (2002). GABA-A receptor complex
and memory processes. Curr. Top. Med. Chem. 2, 841–851.pool wall and allowed to swim until finding a 15 cm diameter white
platform submerged by 0.5 to 0.75 cm or a maximum of 60 s. On Chen, J., Sochivko, D., Beck, H., Marechal, D., Wiestler, O.D., and
finding the platform, mice remained on the platform for 20 s before Becker, A.J. (2001). Activity-induced expression of common refer-
being removed to the home cage. If mice did not find the platform ence genes in individual CNS neurons. Lab. Invest. 81, 913–916.
within 60 s, they were guided to the platform by the experimenter
Coppola, T., Magnin-Luthi, S., Perret-Menoud, V., Gattesco, S., Schi-
and remained on the platform for 20 s before being removed to the
avo, G., and Regazzi, R. (2001). Direct interaction of the Rab3 ef-
home cage. Latency to reach the platform, distance traveled to reach
fector RIM with Ca2 channels, SNAP-25, and synaptotagmin. J.
the platform, swim speed, time spent in each of four quadrants, and
Biol. Chem. 276, 32756–32762.
time spent along the walls were obtained using automated video
Dobrunz, L.E., and Garner, C.C. (2002). Priming plasticity. Naturetracking software from Noldus (Ethovision 2.3.19). Mice were trained
415, 277–278.with 4 trials/day with an intertrial interval of 1–1.5 min for 11 consecu-
tive days between 8 am and 1 pm. A probe trial (free swim with the Fernandez-Chacon, R., and Sudhof, T.C. (1999). Genetics of synap-
submerged platform removed) was performed as the first trial of tic vesicle function: toward the complete functional anatomy of an
the day on days 5, 9, and 12. Percent time spent in the target organelle. Annu. Rev. Physiol. 61, 753–776.
quadrant and number of platform location crossings were calcu- Fernandez-Chacon, R., Konigstorfer, A., Gerber, S.H., Garcia, J.,
lated. Time spent in the target quadrant and number of platform Matos, M.F., Stevens, C.F., Brose, N., Rizo, J., Rosenmund, C.,
crossings were analyzed with Student’s t test, while latency to plat- and Sudhof, T.C. (2001). Synaptotagmin I functions as a calcium
form, distance to platform, and swim speed were analyzed with regulator of release probability. Nature 410, 41–49.
two-way ANOVA. In visible platform experiments, the platform was
Geppert, M., Bolshakov, V.Y., Siegelbaum, S.A., Takei, K., De Camilli,
marked with a gray foam block (10 
 6.3 
 6.3 cm) atop a 20 cc
P., Hammer, R.E., and Sudhof, T.C. (1994). The role of Rab3A in
syringe attached to the middle of the platform, and spatial cues
neurotransmitter release. Nature 369, 493–497.
were covered by four white plastic curtains surrounding the maze.
Hensbroek, R.A., Kamal, A., Baars, A.M., Verhage, M., and Spruijt,
B.M. (2003). Spatial, contextual and working memory are not af-RIM1 In Situ and Western Blotting
fected by the absence of mossy fiber long-term potentiation andIn situ hybridization for RIM1 was performed using digoxigenin
depression. Behav. Brain Res. 138, 215–223.(DIG)-labeled in vitro transcription products (cRNA). Wistar rats (3
Huang, Y.Y., Kandel, E.R., Varshavsky, L., Brandon, E.P., Qi, M.,weeks old) were anesthetized and decapitated. The brains were
Idzerda, R.L., McKnight, G.S., and Bourtchouladze, R. (1995). Aremoved and quickly frozen. Sections were cut at 12 m on a cryo-
genetic test of the effects of mutations in PKA on mossy fiber LTPstat, thaw-mounted on slides, and fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformalde-
and its relation to spatial and contextual learning. Cell 83, 1211–hyde in PBS. Hybridization and washes were performed according
1222.to standard procedures (Chen et al., 2001). Hybridization probes for
RIM1were generated by PCR using primers (5-CTG TCT CTT CCC Laemmli, U.K. (1970). Cleavage of structural proteins during the
AAG ACA CTG CT-3; 5-GAC ACG TTT GCG CTC GC-3) with rat assembly of the head of bacteriophage T4. Nature 227, 680–685.
hippocampal cDNA as template and subsequent in vitro transcrip- LeDoux, J.E. (2000). Emotion circuits in the brain. Annu. Rev. Neu-
tion. Control sections were hybridized to sense probes without de- rosci. 23, 155–184.
tecting specific signals.
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disorder in animals: schizophrenia as a reality test. Neuropsycho-mice (wild-type and knockout,2 months of age) and homogenized
pharmacology 23, 223–239.in PBS/10 mM EDTA/1 mM PMSF. Brain protein (50 g per lane)
Lonart, G. (2002). RIM1: an edge for presynaptic plasticity. Trendswas analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting following standard
Neurosci. 25, 329–332.procedures (Laemmli, 1970; Towbin et al., 1979) using specific anti-
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